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Abstract

To use multiprocessors in hard real-time systems, schedulability analysis is needed to provide formally proven guarantees for the timing behavior of the system. Programming models for parallel applications, such as OpenMP, use pragmas to specify parts of the application as parallel tasks, for example, a function or a body of a loop. Worst-case-execution-time (WCET) analysis is used to find a safe upper bound of the execution time of a task (i.e., sequential code). However, determining a safe upper bound on the execution time of the entire parallel application on a multiprocessor platform, called the makespan, is a challenging problem.

Parallel applications can be modeled as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) (nodes are tasks and edges dependencies) where every node is characterized by its WCET. On a homogeneous platform, the simulation of a greedy, i.e., work-conserving schedule cannot be used to find a safe upper bound on the execution time due to timing anomalies. Timing anomalies is the main obstacle to calculate a safe upper bound of the makespan which is necessary to provide timing guarantees for parallel real-time applications. In the presence of timing anomalies, analytical approaches with pessimistic assumptions regarding the schedule of the tasks are used in the earlier works to calculate a safe upper bound on the makespan of parallel application on a homogeneous platform.

This thesis first provides a simulation based approach to calculate the makespan, with the use of time predictable and dynamic schedulers. A first contribution is a scheduler called Strict Lazy that fulfills the basic requirements to provide a timing anomaly-free schedule. As a result, a safe estimation of the makespan for homogeneous multiprocessors is calculated. Furthermore, the thesis builds upon Strict Lazy to develop another scheduler, called the Lazy scheduler, that has proven to be timing-anomaly free. As a result, the simulation of the schedule of a DAG with Lazy where all the nodes are executed for their WCET calculates a safe upper bound of the makespan. The proposed approach provides tighter and more scalable (to the number of processors) makespan estimations compared to the state-of-the-art.

A heterogeneous multiprocessor model is more general than a homogeneous multiprocessor model as it can cover a broad range of multiprocessor platforms including platforms with single instruction set architecture (ISA) but different microarchitectures, coexistence of processors with different ISAs and architectures with special-purpose accelerators. To the best of our knowledge, no earlier work considers the problem of how to calculate the makespan for schedules of parallel applications on unrelated multiprocessor platforms. This thesis finally proposes a polynomial time complexity, closed-form expression to calculate a safe upper bound on the makespan of DAGs for the unrelated multiprocessor model. The proposed method is applicable to a wide range of (greedy) schedulers and is also reducible to the state-of-art results for homogeneous and related multiprocessor models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In real-time systems, the correctness of the system does not depend only on the functional correctness of the result but also on when the result is produced [1]. There is an increasing demand for computation power from real-time applications. Multiprocessors can offer high and predictable performance, through parallelism, for real-time applications. To use them in real-time systems requires multiprocessor schedulability analysis [2] to provably guarantee the timing behavior of parallel applications.

Parallel applications can be modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where every node is a task (sequential code) characterized by its worst-case execution time (WCET) [3] and the edges are dependencies between the tasks. To provide guarantees when they are executed on a multiprocessor platform, the primary challenge is to provide tight bounds of the worst-case schedule length, also called makespan.

Scheduling policies can be separated into two categories: static and dynamic. In static scheduling tasks are pre-assigned to fixed cores offline. With static scheduling, the multiprocessor platform will be underutilized due to load imbalance or communication overheads. Dynamic scheduling, on the other hand, can significantly improve resource utilization by assigning the tasks to the cores online, at run-time. An important class of dynamic schedulers is greedy, i.e., work-conserving, it schedules an available task whenever there is an idle processor [4]. However, any greedy scheduler may suffer from timing anomalies. Specifically, the execution time of a dynamically scheduled parallel application may increase when some tasks take less than their WCETs at run-time. This is known as an execution-time-based timing anomaly [5–7], which is a main obstacle to minimize the pessimism for the calculation of makespan when we consider any greedy scheduler. The first problem that this thesis addresses is how to dynamically schedule the tasks of a parallel application so we can avoid execution-time-based timing anomalies.

Modern multiprocessor platforms through parallelism [8–16] and acceleration [17–22] can provide performance and energy efficiency gains for real-time applications. Based on the speed relation that tasks have with the processors, the platform models can be separated into three categories: homogeneous, related and unrelated [2]. In homogeneous multiprocessors, there is a single processor type. Hence, the WCET for a specific task is the same on all processors. In related multiprocessors, each processor type is associated with a speed factor. The WCET of any task is scaled with the speed factor of the processor type (related multiprocessors are also known as uniform multiprocessor platforms [23]). In unrelated multiprocessors, a speed
factor is associated with each task-type and processor-type pair. Hence, the unrelated multiprocessor model is one of the most general model for a heterogeneous multiprocessor platform. Note that, since there are execution-time-based timing anomalies for the homogeneous multiprocessor model which is a special case of related and unrelated multiprocessor models, timing anomalies also exist in the context of related and unrelated heterogeneous multiprocessors.

The unrelated multiprocessor model can cover a broad range of heterogeneous platforms including platforms with single instruction set architecture (ISA) but different microarchitectures [19], coexistence of processors with different ISAs [17], architectures with special purpose accelerators for example, convolution [20], inference [21] and matrix multiplication [22] for machine learning. The second problem that this thesis addresses is how to calculate the makespan for parallel applications modeled as DAGs executed on unrelated multiprocessors. To the best of our knowledge no related work considers this problem.

The contributions of this thesis are the following:

• **Paper I** introduces a fixed priority, non-preemptive, non-greedy, dynamic scheduler called **Strict Lazy** that fulfills the basic requirements to provide an execution-time-based timing anomaly-free schedule and, as a result, a safe estimation of the makespan for homogeneous multiprocessors.

• **Paper II** presents a fixed priority, non-preemptive, non-greedy, dynamic scheduler called **Lazy** that, for the first time, has proven to be execution-time-based timing anomaly-free. As a result, the simulation of the schedule with **Lazy** of a DAG, where all the nodes are executed for their WCET calculates the makespan.

• **Paper III** proposes a polynomial time-complexity method to calculate the makespan of task-based parallel applications modeled as a DAG using the unrelated multiprocessor model.

The rest of the introduction of this thesis is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides the background for the analytical approach for the makespan calculation and presents the timing anomalies. Section 1.2 presents the contributions of **Paper I** and **Paper II**. Section 1.3 presents the contributions of **Paper III**. Section 1.4 concludes the introduction of the thesis and discusses future work.

### 1.1 Background

Initially, we provide an example of timing anomalies that we have defined as the limiting factor for the makespan calculation in **Paper I** and **Paper II**. Then we present related work on analytical approaches to calculate the makespan on a homogeneous platform with any greedy scheduler. This analysis is used as baseline for the evaluation of **Paper I** and **Paper II** and is the specialized version of the makespan calculation for related and unrelated heterogeneous multiprocessors in **Paper III**.

An example of an execution-time-based timing anomaly is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The value alongside each node is the WCET of the corresponding task. The DAG is executed based on a non-preemptive Breadth First Schedule (BFS) on two processors $P_0$ and $P_1$. Consider, the DAG and the schedule on the left-hand side of Figure 1.1. The execution time of the application is 9 units. Now consider the case when node B does not execute for 3 units but finishes after 1 unit and all other nodes execute
according to their WCET. The DAG and the schedule for this scenario are shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1.1. The execution time of the application is 10 units. Hence, the overall execution time of the application is increased (from 9 to 10 units) when node B takes fewer time units than its WCET.

![Figure 1.1: Example of execution time-based timing anomaly.](image)

We can characterize a DAG by two parameters $T_1$ and $T_\infty$ where, $T_1$ is the sum of the WCET of all the tasks and $T_\infty$ is the sum of the WCET of the tasks that belong to the longest path of the DAG. Due to the problem of timing anomalies, the makespan calculation given by equation Eq. (1.1) of a parallel application modeled as a DAG executed on $M$ processors [4, 24, 25], requires to make pessimistic assumptions about the schedule of the task on the multiprocessor platform.

$$T_M = T_\infty + \left( \frac{T_1 - T_\infty}{M} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

The second term of Eq. (1.1) shows the sum of the WCET of the nodes that do not belong to the longest path divided by the number of processors. The addition of the $T_\infty$ implies that no task that belongs to the longest path can be executed in parallel with some task that does not belong to the longest path. Since during the actual execution, this is a highly unlikely scenario, this method introduces unnecessary pessimism which is an opportunity for improvement of the makespan calculation.

### 1.2 Timing-anomaly free execution

The state-of-the-art analytical approach given by Eq. (1.1) abstracts the details of the dynamic greedy scheduler and pessimistically assumes that no task can run in parallel with the tasks that belong to the longest path of the DAG. The main advantage of using a dynamic scheduler for the tasks is to be able to utilize the platform efficiently. However, an overestimated makespan would under-utilize the platform since it would need to reserve the computing power of the processors of the platform for some unnecessary extra time. The main challenge to reduce the pessimism of the makespan calculation for dynamically scheduled tasks is to prevent execution-time-based anomalies.

This section presents the proposed schedulers of **Paper I** and **Paper II**. Two fixed priority, non-preemptive, non-greedy dynamic schedulers are introduced that are execution-time-based timing-anomaly free. As a result, the simulation of their schedule where all the nodes are executed for their WCET calculates a safe upper bound for the makespan, even if some task execute for less than their WCET during
run-time. The dispatch condition for the two schedulers are introduced in Section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 and finally brief results are presented in Section 1.2.4.

1.2.1 Priority assignment

Many priority assignments are used in the literature to achieve high utilization of the underlying platform. In addition to that, the goal of the proposed priority assignment is to provide unique priorities to the tasks. If all tasks have unique priorities a total order of the tasks can be enforced to achieve a time predictable execution.

Each node in the DAG is assigned a fixed priority. The fixed priority of a child node is assigned based on the fixed priority of its parent. Parallel tasks generated by the same parent usually need to synchronize their results (e.g., using the taskwait pragma in OpenMP). Such synchronization nodes are generally the sequential bottleneck in exploiting parallelism at the higher level of a DAG. Special priorities are assigned to these nodes to ensure that are executed with higher priority to exploit parallelism.

Parallel applications implemented in OpenMP [26] and Cilk [4] dynamically (during run-time) generate the parallel work (nodes of the DAG) with the use of recursions and loops. The proposed priority assignment has constant time complexity, so it can be used as a run-time mechanism that monitors the current level of a node and assigns priorities to dynamically generated nodes of a DAG, without prior knowledge about the structure (topology) of the DAG. It requires as input the maximum degree of the DAG and the current level of a currently executing node that would spawn new nodes of the DAG. Paper I and Paper II use different priority assignments which provide different makespan estimations. If we know statically the topology of the graph we can apply a topological sort [27] that provides unique priorities and guarantees that the priority of a parent node is higher than its children is suitable with the proposed scheduler and can offer a safe makespan.

1.2.2 Scheduling Policy: Strict Lazy

In Paper I a scheduler is introduced that is based on a constant-time check of the priority of the highest priority ready task. The dispatch condition checks if all the highest priority tasks have already been dispatched. In other words, the tasks are executed in strict decreasing-priority order. This dispatch condition provides an execution-time-based anomaly-free execution and can provide a safe estimation of the makespan. The main idea behind the anomaly freedom proof is the fact that the dispatch order of the tasks used for estimating the makespan is maintained during actual execution. Hence, it can be guaranteed that even if some task’s actual execution time is smaller than its WCET, no timing anomaly can occur. However, the strict ordering of the dispatching condition limits the performance since some processors may remain idle while there are nodes awaiting execution in the ready queue.

1.2.3 Scheduling Policy: Lazy

In Paper II the dispatch condition presented in Paper I is extended to allow a higher number of tasks to be dispatched safely. The scheduler, called Lazy, is based on a constant-time check of the priority of the current highest priority ready task. The dispatch condition checks if there are available processors for all the higher priority tasks that may come in the future. If it is true, the task is dispatched to a processor.
Otherwise, the task is not dispatched for execution even if some processor is idle (i.e., 
Lazy is non-greedy).

The Lazy scheduler is able to dispatch a lower-priority task if there are enough processors to execute the higher priority tasks that are ready for execution or may become ready in the future. Consequently, during run-time, it is guaranteed that a lower priority task cannot start executing later compared to the starting time that is used offline for the estimation of the makespan.

To prove the anomaly freedom, we compare two schedules of the DAG on the same platform. We compare the schedule \( S_{WCET} \) where all tasks execute for their WCET and schedule \( S \) where some nodes execute less than their WCET. The starting time of a task in \( S \) can be at most as in \( S_{WCET} \) since we have reserved processors for all higher priority tasks. We have assumed that the scheduler is non-preemptive and consequently the same holds for the completion time. So the makespan of \( S \) cannot be longer than \( S_{WCET} \).

### 1.2.4 Summary of experimental results

The Lazy scheduler presented in Paper II dominates (always smaller or same makespan) the Strict Lazy scheduler from Paper I and always will perform better. The dispatch condition of the Strict Lazy scheduler will allow a subset of tasks that the Lazy scheduler will allow being dispatched. To preserve the strict decreasing priority order of the task it will idle the processors frequently which leads to under-utilization of the platform and as a result to pessimistic makespan. However, the Strict Lazy scheduler will never be worse than the sequential execution since there is always at least one task that is executing.

To assess the effectiveness of the Lazy scheduler in determining makespan of parallel applications, we study its performance in the dynamic scheduling of Fibonacci, Sort, Strassen and FFT task-based parallel OpenMP applications from the BOTS benchmark suite [28]. As a baseline, we establish a safe upper bound of the makespan using the analytical approach of Eq. (1.1) which is pessimistic but safely estimates the makespan of parallel applications for any greedy dynamic scheduling algorithm. We use tightness and scalability (based on Gustafson’s Law [29]) as key metrics to compare the effectiveness of Lazy in determining the makespan with the baseline.

For all the cases, the estimation of makespan of the Lazy scheduler is tighter compared to state of the art for each application. The worst-case assumption in deriving Eq. (1.1) is that the nodes that are not on the longest path do not run in parallel (i.e., always interfere) with the nodes of the longest path. However, the structure of a DAG may allow the nodes in the longest path to execute in parallel with nodes that are not part of the longest path. For different applications and different number of processors, the simulation of the Lazy scheduler achieves on average 9\% and a maximum of 36\% tighter estimation of the makespan in comparison to the state-of-the-art in Eq. (1.1). Furthermore, for all the applications, the Lazy scheduler scales better or similar to the state-of-the-art. For the different applications and configurations the increase in scalability, of the Lazy scheduler in comparison to the state-of-the-art is on average 14\% and maximally 30\%.
1.3  Makespan for unrelated multiprocessors

To the best of our knowledge, no related work provides a makespan calculation for parallel applications modeled as DAGs when they are executed on an unrelated multiprocessor platform under any greedy scheduler. This section presents the contributions of Paper III where a polynomial time complexity method to calculate the makespan of task-based parallel applications modeled as a DAG using the unrelated multiprocessor model is introduced. Section 1.3.1 presents the method to characterize the unrelated multiprocessor platform. Section 1.3.2 presents the makespan calculation methodology. Finally, Section 1.3.3 presents the evaluations of the makespan calculation methodology regarding tightness and pessimism.

1.3.1  Platform characterization

Formally characterizing the platform by specifying its capacities is a prerequisite for the schedulability analysis presented in Paper III. We assume a greedy scheduler that dispatches a task to an idle processor on which the task would execute the fastest with respect to other (if any) idle processors. Tasks can migrate to a faster processor if it becomes available during the execution of the task. The assumptions about the scheduler cover a broad classes of well-known scheduling principles like fixed-priority and earliest deadline first (EDF) which are also greedy.

The parameters to characterize a the uniform (related) platform, processor capacity and uniformity already presented in [23,30] are adapted for the unrelated platform model. The term “heterogeneity” instead of “uniformity” is used for the unrelated platform model.

Since in the unrelated multiprocessors, a speed factor is associated with each task-type and processor-type pair, to characterize a platform we need to analyze to which processors the tasks are mapped for execution. We split the execution of the tasks in two cases. First, when all the processors are busy and second when at least one processors is idle. The parameter processor capacity, denoted by $S_M$ (where $M$ is the number of processors), shows the minimum capability of the platform to consume the workload of the application when all the processors are busy. The parameter heterogeneity, denoted by $\lambda$, shows the maximum wastage of processor capacity that we can have throughout the execution of the tasks when some processors are idle.

The processor capacity and heterogeneity are used to enhance the analysis of the homogeneous multiprocessors given by Eq. (1.1). With these parameters, the impact of the different speeds of the tasks for the different processor types is modeled for the worst-case.

1.3.2  Efficient makespan calculation

In the context of unrelated multiprocessors, every task in the DAG of the application has multiple WCETs; there is one WCET for each processor type. To characterize the applications we use the $DAG^{\min}$ which is isomorphic to the DAG of the application where every node has one WCET which is equal to the minimum WCET between the different processor types for this task. We can characterize the DAG with the use of $DAG^{\min}$ in a similar way that we have done for the homogeneous multiprocessors by two parameters $C$ and $L$, where $C$ is the sum of the WCET of all the tasks and $L$ is the sum of the WCET of the tasks that belong to the longest path.
We use a combinatorial approach to analyze all the possible execution scenarios of the tasks on different processor types exhaustively and we propose two approaches to calculate the makespan. These two approaches have exponential time-complexity to the number of processors and the number of tasks. As a result, they are useful only to analyze small-scale platforms. However, we use this analysis as a stepping stone to develop a third efficient makespan calculation (denoted by, \( T_{UM}^U \)) which has polynomial time complexity and can also be used for large-scale platforms.

The makespan calculation for homogeneous multiprocessors given by Eq. (1.1) is extended with \( S_M \) and \( \lambda \) that characterize a platform with \( M \) processors to estimate the makespan for unrelated multiprocessors given by Eq. (1.2).

\[
T_{UM}^U \leq \frac{C + \lambda \cdot L}{S_M}
\]  

(1.2)

Initially, from Eq. (1.2) it can be seen that the processor capacity \( S_M \) influences the workload of all the tasks \( (C) \) since all the tasks can be executed when all processors are busy. Next, we can see that the heterogeneity \( \lambda \) influences only the workload of the tasks that belong to the longest path \( (L) \). The assumed scheduler is greedy, so when there are idle processors it is guaranteed that tasks that belong to the longest path are executing; as a result, we have processor capacity wastage. Finally, the makespan calculation method can also be applied to the more specialized platform models: related and homogeneous multiprocessors. The proposed makespan calculation will be the same as the approaches that are provided from [25, 30] for the related and the homogeneous platform model, respectively. For example, the homogeneous model can be modeled by setting the \( S_M = M \) and \( \lambda = M - 1 \). As a result, the makespan calculation given by Eq. (1.2) is the same as the Eq. (1.1), for an application where \( C = T_1 \) and \( L = T_\infty \).

1.3.3 Summary of experimental results

To evaluate our proposed makespan calculations we use four OpenMP, task-based parallel applications from the BOTS benchmark suit [26] modeled as DAGs: Fibonacci, Sort, Strassen and FFT. Also, synthetic DAGs are used, to measure the sensitivity of the proposed approach concerning different simulation parameters.

We could not find any literature on makespan computation of DAGs on unrelated machines. Instead, we measure the tightness of \( T_{UM}^U \) by comparing the makespan with our two proposed exhaustive approaches. To find the level of pessimism, a lower bound of the makespan is derived by simulating the actual execution of parallel applications under the assumed scheduler and compare it with the makespan \( T_{UM}^U \).

By comparing the results of the exhaustive approach and the \( T_{UM}^U \) approach for up to 8 processors with a fixed number of processors types, the \( T_{UM}^U \) approach overestimates the makespan of the four applications on average only by 1% and up to 3%. By comparing the \( T_{UM}^U \) with the simulation of the execution for up to 1024 processors with up to 8 processor types, we have on average 23% and up to 59% pessimism. In other words, our estimated makespan is at most 59% longer than the exact makespan. Next, for a platform with 8 processors and varying the number of processors types, the tightness of the \( T_{UM}^U \), compared to the two-permutation based approach, is on average 1% and at most 1.3%. By comparing the \( T_{UM}^U \) to the simulation of the execution, we have on average 12% and up to 24% pessimism.
1.4 Conclusions and future work

This thesis presents techniques to improve the makespan for task-based parallel applications for homogeneous and unrelated heterogeneous platforms. The goal is to minimize the pessimism of the makespan to such a level that parallel platforms would be beneficial for real-time applications.

**Paper I** and **Paper II** propose a simulation based approach to calculate the makespan of a parallel application modeled as a DAG. With the use of formally proven time predictable dynamic schedulers, namely **Strict Lazy** and **Lazy**, the makespan can be calculated by the simulation of the schedule by assuming that every node of the DAG is executed for its WCET. The proposed schedulers can be seen as part of an makespan analysis tool for parallel applications or as a run-time mechanism with constant time priority check on a already sorted ready queue.

In **Paper III**, unrelated heterogeneous multiprocessor platforms and parallel applications modeled as DAGs are considered. An analytically approach is used to propose a closed-form solution for the calculation of the makespan. The main advantages of the proposed approach are: (i) the applicability to a wide range of already used and future coming schedulers and platforms (ii) the reducibility to the state-of-art for homogeneous and related multiprocessor platforms models.

Regarding the future work, we have seen that the makespan calculation for the heterogeneous multiprocessor platform that is proposed in Section 1.3 and in **Paper III** is based on Eq. (1.1). As a result, it makes the same fundamental assumption that the tasks that are not in the longest path do not run in parallel (i.e., always interfere) with the tasks of the longest path. A simulation-based approach of dynamic scheduled parallel applications that efficiently utilizes the underlying platform and was followed in **Paper I** and **Paper II** can also be applied in the context of unrelated multiprocessor platforms. The main challenge will be the development of a new dynamic scheduler for the unrelated heterogeneous platform and the proof of anomaly freedom. With this method we expect to achieve tighter and more scalable makespan calculation compared to the makespan proposed in the previous section.

Furthermore, for the presented work, we have assumed a simplified model of the platform where the executed tasks do not share any hardware resources. However, in practice, the tasks are sharing many common resources like memory, interconnect and power budget. A possible research direction would be to extend the platform model of the homogeneous multiprocessor platform with shared hardware resources and then propose a makespan calculation. The main challenge will be the mapping of the shared resources to the different tasks. Different shared-resource mappings would lead to different WCET for a task. A preliminary observation is that the makespan on a homogeneous platform with shared resources can be calculated by the makespan calculation of unrelated multiprocessor platform presented in **Paper III** if we can determine all the possible mappings. The minimum WCET of task (which is needed to calculate $L$ and $C$) will be determined by providing to the task all the resources. Different mappings will act as the different processor types.

Multiprocessor platforms can provide computation power for real-time applications that require schedulability analysis to provide formal timing guarantees. The presented techniques and the future work can provide time-predictable and high performance execution for real-time systems.
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